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linked data adviser to data.gov.uk
- not a Semantic Web evangelist!
- like a lot of people, made the decision 12 years ago that it was all a pipe dream and chose to focus on XML instead
view my role as making sure we're not using linked data just because TimBL says so
- but equally, giving RDF a fighting chance
- seeing if it can be appealing and useful within & outside government
given the title for this talk
don't particularly care if RDF & Semantic Web reaches escape velocity
- do care about making data usable
- do care about distributed data publication across large, diverse organisations like government
- like the wider web, but with more committees
three parts
- describe the potential of the web of data
- describe where the hurdles are for RDF being used within it
- explore where W3C should be focusing its efforts
basically taken this as an excuse to have a bit of a rant
- say some things I wouldn't normally say to people's faces

Data is hot
potential of the web of data
world is different from ten years ago when I discounted RDF
open data is exploding
- APIs on websites
- publication of open data, particularly in government
- visualisation and data blogs
- Strata conference
drive to support third-party reuse
- apps, widgets
- visualisation tools
- taking advantage of funky HTML5 goodness
many visualisations are a lot like pre-web documents
- rudimentary views with no chance to go deeper
heading towards deeper interactions with data
- explore, slice, visualise in different ways
- find out more about the things it refers to
- data that you can click on as revolutionary as documents you can click on

visualisations and APIs

Delving deeper
challenges of web of data
first challenge: having data does not mean you understand it
particularly true with government data
example here is UK crime statistics
- published in Excel because CSV is too inexpressive a medium
what do these rows relate to?
- what is the definition of an 'Acquaintance'?
- what units are the values measured in?
- what do the codes mean?
- only the publisher really knows
data may be available, but explanations are often hidden
- in totally different documents
- in non-machine-readable forms
second challenge: want to delve deeper
- where is the crime defined in legislation?
- which areas report the greatest levels?
- how have levels changed over time, with changes in policy?
explicit links from within the data
implicit links to the same subjects
- what other information is there about these crimes?
- discovery through search, but with immediately usable results
combine these sources of data to create new visualisations

understanding & finding more

Identifying things with URIs

disambiguation & further data
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RDF is a really good approach to tackle these challenges
RDF's only revolution, but the key one, is using URIs to name things, including properties and classes
identifying things with URIs does two really useful things
- disambiguates, enabling joins with other data using same URI
- mash-ups beyond mapping things on a Google Map
- provides something at the end of the URI
- extra information, explanation, context
- in a basic entity-attribute-value model that enables combination without either up-front agreement or end-user jiggerypokery
information can be referenced rather than copied
- example is BBC's use of Wikipedia, MusicBrainz etc
- huge opportunity for efficiencies within government, which excels at having five different versions of same code list managed
by different people
identifying things with URIs is increasingly natural to web developers
- using this principle for real-world things like schools or pillars and abstract things like classes and properties is less so, but
even so
so why isn't it being used?
- let's see what developers say

"The semantic web is given a rough raking by the
syntactic web, and it is not impossible to see why
when you first get taken down the SPARQL/RDF/
Ontology rabbit hole. It is not great fun learning
to develop with the semantic web today."
Daithi O Crualaoich
Linked Data at the Guardian

http://www.guardian.co.uk/open-platform/blog/linked-data-open-platform

delighted to see this a week or so ago as it's straight from the horse's mouth
over next three slides, put ourselves in developer's shoes

Do we need all this?
developers encounter the Semantic Web as this stack of complex technologies
- even looks as though it might fall over on you!
- introduced to ugliest syntax for RDF, RDF/XML
- led to believe they need the most complex vocabulary for ontologies, OWL
- assume they need to provide access through triplestore & SPARQL endpoint
next couple of slides, explore this from two standpoints
- consumers of data, trying to build visualisations
- publishers of data, trying to get their data out there

it cannot be this hard

Consumption
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standpoint of someone trying to use data to create a website or visualisation
- is it fun and attractive?
compare with JSON
- easy map into object structures
- parsers on every platform
compare with early state of XML
- standard APIs (SAX and DOM)
- parsers on every platform
- simple path languages for addressing (CSS and XPath)
RDF situation very different
multiple syntaxes
- for triples (RDF/XML, N-triples, Turtle, N3, TriX, RDFa, RDF/JSON, RDFj)
- quads (N-quads, TriG)
- for SPARQL results
- hard to know as a publisher what to target, as a consumer what to expect
no standard API mapping RDF structures into objects
no path language
- SPARQL is as close as you get to standard querying
- yet another language for developers to learn
no, it is not fun and attractive

make it fun to use

Publication

make it easy to create
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standpoint of someone trying to publish their data
- is it painless and unlikely to go wrong?
library support for creating these formats is lacking for the same reason as parsing them is hard
- generally generated directly from relational/object/XML structure rather than serialisation of an RDF graph
- similar to creating XML using string concatenation
- vast array of formats, not clear which are useful to target
dream of embedding RDF in HTML is often a nightmare
- RDFa very difficult to get right
- microdata verbose and doesn't cover the cases
- Facebook RDFa shows the compromises that need to be made:
- single vocabulary, fudge between literals and resources, snippable HTML in head of document
whole level of infrastructure around RDF publishing makes it even more complex
- hash vs slash URIs
- use of redirections
- publication of vocabularies
publication is not painless; very likely to get negative feedback from data consumers for doing it wrong
--these are the issues, what should we do

Where next?

what's needed
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developers won't be persuaded by argument alone
- RDF needs to meet developers where they are
- show fit with OO approach
- tools and APIs that are easy and fun to use, slotting into their natural work
- easy to follow recipes that avoid too much thought
focus on supporting end-user benefits developers can provide
for data consumers:
- clicking into visualised data to find out more
- easily incorporating data found elsewhere into their tools (eg adding extra columns in Freebase Gridworks/Google Refine)
- reach behind visualisation to trace data back to source
for data publishers:
- automatically increase the utility and value of their data because it's easier to combine
- ability to control context, give no excuse for misinterpretation
- ability to enhance their offering with others' data
network effect is really strong
- more people use linked data, easier it is to use, and more powerful its use becomes
- core hubs provide URIs that others can link to
- don't have to invent own URIs for things
- DBPedia, MusicBrainz, BBC, UK government etc
- core vocabularies publishers can reuse
- FOAF, Dublin Core, SKOS etc
- reduces need for invention, provides a focus for tools
- in government and commerce starting to be "everyone else is doing it" buzz

Current work
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promising current developments along these lines
linked data movement focusing on useful core technologies, not the stack
- creating guides and best practices
- need consumption to drive publication patterns
- need to say, "if you do it like this, you and others can do Y better"
- developers can make educated choices
- strong influence on RDF Next Steps workshop
on consumption
- generic RDF API embedded in RDFa API
- property paths in SPARQL 1.1: syntax for paths through data
- we need something like jQuery or nokogiri or hpricot
- not something like DOM
- needs to be usable in contexts other than the browser
on publication
- RDB2RDF mappings: map relational to RDF structures
- are these going to be picked up for use in Ruby on Rails or Django?

what's happening

Fulfilling potential

what should W3C do
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tried to focus on meeting the challenges of the gradually blossoming web of data
linked data is a really powerful approach
- currently being avoided due to
- stigma and misperception about RDF, views formed years ago
- exacerbated by focus in SemWeb on logic and reasoning which are currently irrelevant for the web of data
- lack of fun and easy to use implementations
what role can W3C play?
- hard to answer because biggest gaps are in implementations
- W3C blessing can help implementers make decisions
- which formats to support, what API to implement
- in a world of choices, this is vital
- support profiling RDF and/or primer for usable core
- provide a home for community standards
- hard to trust vocabularies hosted on university domains
- W3C could extend services that help developers get started
- syntax checking
- validation against known vocabularies
- visualisation of what they've produced
- more dramatically, W3C could sideline Semantic Web term
- focus on web of data, of which linked data is a part
my biggest concern is that like every community, linked data community is too insular and may be deaf to wider developer
concerns
- common human pattern to fall into self-reinforcing groups
- once you've adapted it's hard to see the gaps
- we only grow when we listen and change
W3C has a wide range of members
- you, not the existing SemWeb community, are the ones to listen to
- if you've avoided RDF for the last ten years, time to look again and make yourself heard
your involvement will help the web of data to bloom into something beautiful

Comments?

Many thanks to John Sheridan, Thomas Roessler, Noah Mendelsohn, Dave Reynolds &
Stuart Williams for comments on earlier version of this talk.

